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Energy Absorption in Cylinders Containing an Axial Source1"

J. C. Widman, M.A. and E. R. Powsner, M.D.:i

Dearborn, Michigan

Calculation of energy absorption in tissue containing uniformly distributed
isotopes requires knowledge of the emitted photon energy and the absorption
fraction, ratio of energy absorbed to energy emitted. The energetics of most iso
topes are known with greater precision than usually required. Although absorp
tion coefficients are also known with more than enough precision (1, 2), calcula
tion of the absorption fraction has long proven difficult because of the character
of the integrations required for nonspherical volumes. For the sphere the prob
lem is sufficiently tractable to have been the subject of several papers (3, 4, 5, 6,
7). In addition a limited number of other problems have been solved including:
a few cubes, a series of two liter cylinders and one model patient, all for a uni
formly distributed source in a medium with absorption coefficient Â¡i= 0.028
cm"1 (3); a table of values for cylinders of 11 lengths and eight radii and

/j. = 0.028, containing a line source uniformly distributed along the cylinder axis
(3); and various solutions for spheres and cylinders containing point sources
(8,9,10,11).
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Because of the availability of better computers, we have undertaken the
calculation of the absorption fraction for cylinders with uniform axial and volume
source distributions. This paper presents the solution for the cylinder with an
axial source.

ANALYSIS

Consider a cylinder of radius R and height H (Fig. 1) with a source uni
formly distributed along the axis with strength X expressed as energy emission
per unit length.

Let:
U = photon energy absorbed
4>= absorption fraction (ratio of absorbed energy to emitted energy)

_U" XH

n = linear absorption coefficient (exponential absorption assumed), and
U = energy absorbed in volume dV from energy emitted by source dz'

= energy emitted by dz' X fraction absorbed by dV

, / -fir dA MX e ... , <= Xdz e â€”â€”iMdr = ~- â€”r dV dz .
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Then,
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To integrate the dV use cylindrical coordinates with origin on the axis at
the base of the cylinder (see Fig. 1). To integrate the dz', place the origin of the

axial coordinate at point z:
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The value of the integral over <t>is 2*-.The absorption fraction
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Because the integrand is an even function of z' and does not depend on z

dz'

409
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Substituting the dimensionless variables E = â€”,k = p,R,t = â€”,s = â€”,y = â€”R R R ' R
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Fig. l
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To evaluate this, expand the exponential:

E ry rl

dy

k
E

o

E

dt

o
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n!

dy

, k f, (-k)n
;" E & n!

dt

dy

sds-5â€”:â€”Ã¯
s + t

dt

By reference to standard tables (e.g., 12) it may be shown that

I, / 2(1) = Â¿g^2Etan-' E + E log ^ - log D

where D = (E2 + I)1/2. Proceeding with (2),

E

/T\(2) = â€” ^E ÃŽTÃ•in . n!
dy dt

(D

â€¢-i-i
(s' + tY sds . (2)

(t +1) -t"

k Â£ (-k)n

E â€ž_i n â€¢n! dy

+

To evaluate (2a) use the formula

(-kE)

o

n + l

n (n + 2)!

dt (t + 1)

(t + i)dt = n! (j!) t(t

(2a)

(2b)

â€”log it + Vt2+ 1) foroddn,and
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[QQ _ y -(n+ 1)! Â¡-0 GO
;

for even n.
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Substituting and integrating over y
'ii\ i /n

E â€ž.,.... (n
(D2i + 2- 1)

E n â€”1,3,5...

[D â€” 1~1 .Â°Â°, If"+ '
log (D + E) - t | E

E n-1,3,5... /n 4- AI/n - 1
11 J n?" D_Â±_L) !L-

Combining (1), (2a) and (2b), and rewriting the summation indices over n,
* = Ã¨ L2Etan~l E + EÂ°log! - logDJ + â€žÃ‡,n~(nE+ 2)1

(2k)2nn!(n - 1)! ^,
(n + 2)1

\>j+ >
tL, (2n+l)!(2n)! f^o 4' (j + 1)! j!

!L
E

1

<D
(2n + 1) (n

D -

Z
j-0 >j + 3)!

2n + 1) (n + l)!n! ' (3)

Values of the absorption fraction (eq. 3) are tabulated (Fig. 2, Table 1) for a
wide range of the variables k and E.

As a byproduct of this work, the related problem of the absorption fraction
for a cylinder with a point source at one end of the axis has been solved analyti
cally. Using the same symbols as before,

..| dy

''1 e-k (s2 + yz)4

â€¢5â€”;2 sds .,s + y
o

Integrating in a manner similar to that used above
k [â€ž. D . _, _.! l Ã„ (-kE)n+1

*=:5LE10gÃ‹+tan EJ + 2 Â£.n(n+l)l
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DISCUSSION

The absorption fractions presented here not only cover a wider range of
cylinder sizes than have been previously published, but they also cover a range
of values of the absorption coefficient. These data can easily be calculated by
hand when k and kE are less than about three. For larger k or kE the calculation
is lengthy and a digital computer is required. When a term was less than 3 X 10,~3

the computation for a series was stopped. The estimated maximum error for the
tabulated values of the absorption fraction is about 1 X 10~3,a maximum which

may be expected to occur infrequently. If required, additional or more accurate
values may be computed without serious difficulty. The program written for an
IBM 1620 can be made available if desired.

In dosimetrie applications it is energy absorption which is important, in

M / M \
which case the appropriate p to use is -â€” (13). The parameter /Â¿Ris then! â€”-)pR,

P \ p /

where p here refers to the density of the absorbing medium.
The importance of these axial source data is somewhat greater than may be

initially apparent. They provide an upper limit and estimate for the absorption
fraction in the cylinder containing a source uniformly distributed throughout its
volume. The estimate is particularly useful for the long, thin cylinder which may
occur in limb or long-bone dose calculations, just the type of problem for which
the spherical approximation is not useful. In addition the tabulated information
can be used to obtain the energy absorbed by the cylindrical volume element
along the axis of the cylinder when the source is uniformly distributed within
the entire cylinder. What is commonly referred to as the reciprocity theorem
(10, 14) states that the energy absorbed by one volume due to a radioactive

Fig. 2. Absorption fraction as a function of k = /uR and E = H/R l Â«= absorption co
efficient, R = cylinder radius, H = cylinder height)
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source uniformly distributed throughout a second volume would be equal to the
energy absorbed in the second volume were the first to contain a source of the
same uniform density. Under these circumstances it is also necessary that the
absorption coefficients of the two volumes be equal. In our case, consider the
axial line source within the cylinder to be a uniform volume distribution of
density o (energy emitted/unit volume) along a volume element of height H
and area dA(dA< <A). The energy emitted is crHdA and the absorbed energy
in the cylinder is â‚¬>o-HdA.Now consider the whole cylinder with the same source
density so that the emitted energy is crHA, where A = irR2. Using the reciprocity
theorem the absorbed energy in the axial volume element HdA is <Ã¯>(rHdA,and
the absorption fraction for this axial volume element is

_ / ^Q/iOT â€” Å“

Using this formula the tabulated absorption fraction may be used to obtain the
absorption fraction of the axial volume element.

SUMMARY

The absorbed photon energy is the total energy associated with the emitted
photons times the absorption fraction. For a cylinder containing a radioactive
isotope uniformly distributed along its axis, the absorption fraction is derived
analytically assuming only that the linear absorption coefficient is constant
throughout the cylinder. Values of the absorption fraction are tabulated as a
function of the linear absorption coefficient and cylinder dimensions.
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Announcement to Authors

Preliminary Notes

Space will be reserved in each issue of THE JOURNAL OF NUCLEAR MEDI
CINE for the publication of one preliminary note concerning new original work that is
an important contribution in Nuclear Medicine.

Selection of the preliminary note shall be on a competitive basis for each issue.
One will be selected after careful screening and review by the Editors. Those not
selected will be returned immediately to the authors without criticism. Authors may
resubmit a rejected or revised preliminary note for consideration for publication in a
later issue. The subject material of all rejected manuscripts will be considered
confidential.

The text of the manuscript should not exceed 1200 words. Either two illustrations,
two tables, or one illustration and one table will be permitted. An additional 400 words
of text may be submitted if no tables or illustrations are required. Only the minimum
number of references should be cited.

Manuscripts should be mailed to the Editor, Dr. George E. Thoma, St. Louis
University Medical Center, 1402 South Grand Blvd., St. Louis, Missouri 63104. They
must be received before the first day of the month preceding the publication month of
the next issue, e.g., preliminary notes to be considered for the January 1967 issue must
be in the hands of the Editor before December 1, 1966.




